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Big companies are
powered by documents.
Large enterprises receive and produce thousands of documents every day, and the most successful
enterprises are able to effectively manage those documents and make the most of the information
they contain. They’re able to organize, search, excerpt, share, edit and archive documents quickly and
easily so they can run their operations efficiently, serve their customers and partners well and grow
their businesses.

But even if your company has some established document workflows, there’s probably room for
improvement. Many of the documents you work with are still on paper, and it’s difficult to manage
paper documents efficiently in our increasingly digital world. Your company can lose significant time
and money trying to access, use and share the information locked in paper documents, read-only PDFs
and other image files.
Digital documents can also present challenges. The ones you receive from customers, partners and
vendors are often scans and image files that aren’t searchable or editable. It isn’t always easy to find or
extract relevant content from digital documents. It can be difficult to share documents securely. And
when you archive your documents, how can you be sure you’ll be able to access their information in
the future?
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Maximize your time with
ABBYY FineReader Corporate
text recognition software.
Your company may already use document management tools
that have text recognition capabilities. But when those tools
lack accuracy, or when they can’t distinguish different types of
content in your documents, employees get stuck spending time
and effort trying to make the converted content usable.

Q: Why should every large company
use ABBYY FineReader for
text recognition?
A: Because accuracy is everything.

Speaking of recognition, do you recognize this scenario?

Typical text recognition results

ABBYY text recognition results

And how about this scenario?
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ABBYY text recognition results

If you want to select and copy some text into another document and your text recognition
software gives you the results on the left, you’ll need to spend time deleting each of the outline
numbers from your copied text.
If you use FineReader Corporate, you’ll already be on to your next task.
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Why FineReader
Corporate for business?
With FineReader Corporate, your company can significantly speed up the processes of managing,
preparing, reviewing and producing business documents—and the time saved can be spent on
higher-priority work that generates more revenue.

FineReader Corporate helps you:
● Save time and reduce overhead by eliminating the need for retyping and reformatting.
● Search for and find information faster.
● Edit and reuse document content more easily.
● Share and archive documents more securely.
What’s more, the new version of the software, FineReader 12 Corporate, was designed to help you
make your employees even more productive.
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7 ways to drive enterprisewide efficiencies using
FineReader 12 Corporate
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#1
Make every document
searchable so all your
information is actionable.
FineReader Corporate enhances business intelligence, because it streamlines the processes of
converting paper and digital documents into searchable, useable text. This enables you to collect
customer, industry and internal company data more efficiently while ensuring that you never miss
an opportunity to gain value from your data.

Batch-recognize incoming documents
so they’re ready when you are.
Easily set up a Hot Folder to automatically batch-process business documents via networks, FTP
sites and email inboxes. You can also create custom, one-click Quick Tasks according to your own
document-processing needs, and then share those tasks with your workgroup.

Use cases:
Administrative personnel can batch-recognize mail
and faxes, and then redirect them to appropriate
team members.
PR staff can automatically create reports and press
clippings as well as inbox directories with articles,
presentations and other documents to search and
read later.

New in FineReader 12!
Dual-core or optional quadcore processing means that Hot
Folders recognize the text in your
documents faster than ever.

New in FineReader 12!
Recognize multiple languages
within a single document—
choosing from a selection of 189
translation languages.

Quickly and accurately convert all of your collected documents—
both paper and digital—into formats you can search.
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FineReader Corporate recognizes text, tables, charts, graphics and images in your documents and
converts everything to searchable form—with up to 99.8% accuracy*.

Use cases:
IT staff can digitize printed technical manuals and
other documentation and make them available for
quick searching in a knowledgebase.

New in FineReader 12!
Enjoy 15% faster document
processing than with previous
versions of the software.*

Product managers can make competitors’ product
spec sheets and other marketing materials easily
accessible and searchable.

Capture paper documents even when a scanner isn’t available.
Employees can use digital cameras or mobile devices to photograph documents and images
when they’re away from the office on sales calls, customer visits and more. FineReader Corporate
automatically corrects even low-quality images and converts them with accuracy, and it also
includes image-editing tools for easy manual image correction.

Use cases:
Legal staff can capture documents
when a scanner isn’t available, like in
courtrooms, libraries and business
partners’ offices.

Salespeople can take snapshots of
documents when out in the field and
run text recognition on them later.
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#2
Extract and reuse
content faster.
Your employees are constantly pulling content from business documents so they can share it with
others or repurpose it in other places, like presentation slides and reports. FineReader Corporate
simplifies and speeds up the process.

Extract relevant sections from any document in a snap.
FineReader Corporate preserves the structure and formatting of even the most complex text
layouts, tables, charts and pictures—so you can easily copy select elements into other documents.

Use cases:
Legal staff can quickly extract content from
scanned legal documents. FineReader Corporate
even identifies line numbers and treats them as
separate from text, so it’s easy to remove them from
converted documents and/or avoid copying them
into new documents.

New in FineReader 12!
No need to process your whole
document — just select the
content you want to copy and
FineReader Corporate will
recognize and copy it for your
immediate use.

Accounting staff can grab tables and charts from a
variety of financial documents and paste them into
reports and presentations.

Quickly capture anything on your computer screen.
FineReader Corporate comes with ABBYY Screenshot Reader, which allows for fast copying of
text, tables or images from your screen so you can easily insert that content into reports, emails,
presentations and more.

Use cases:
IT staff can capture screenshots of
application menus and dialog boxes
and use them to create visual guides
that help employees learn to use the
company’s licensed software products.

Creative staff can grab images of
third-party web designs, logos
and imagery and compile them in
presentations showing design trends
to review and/or emulate.
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#3
Easily edit and
update documents.
FineReader Corporate lets you convert images of text into actual text that you can edit and change
to meet your needs. It also makes it easy to turn existing documents into templates and to track
document changes.

Make documents fully editable.
Make the content in any PDF or other image format fully editable so it’s easy to update and modify.

Use cases:
Legal teams can easily make changes and
additions to draft versions of contracts and other
legal documents.
Marketing staff can collaborate more easily with
the ability to edit and update documents.

New in FineReader 12!
Background processing lets you
edit recognized areas even while
FineReader Corporate is still
processing the rest of
the document.

Make any document a template.
Convert any document into a format like Microsoft Word, and then use it as a template for
creating a similar document.

Use cases:
Any employee can turn any form, outline, table, or
other document into a template to save time.

Keep track of document changes.
Convert documents to Word so you can track changes using Word tools.

Use cases:
Editors can clearly see any changes
made since their last round of edits,
so they can save time by reviewing
only what’s new.

Any member of any team can get a
quick view of how the documents
they’re collaborating on have changed
over time.
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#4
Share more securely.
Many company documents contain confidential information, and FineReader Corporate
helps you keep that information secure.

Redact sensitive content.
It only takes seconds to redact sensitive text or other content from your digital documents before
you share them.

Use cases:
Human Resources personnel can
redact employee names and other
identifying information from incident
reports, employee reviews and other
sensitive documents.

Legal staff can remove names and
other confidential information from
documents before submitting them to
third parties.

Protect your documents.
Add passwords and encryption to documents to safeguard their contents.

Use cases:
Business development personnel
can safely exchange documents and
information with potential partners
and acquisition targets.

Engineers can add an extra layer of
security to documents that contain
product specifications, product
roadmaps, competitive intelligence
and intellectual property of
all types.
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#5
Archive with confidence.
FineReader Corporate helps you preserve company documents properly so you can easily access
and reference them in the future.

Make all of your documents fully searchable.
That way, you can mine the data later for use in other projects.

Make it easy to extract document content later.
You never know when you’ll need to repurpose content in other documents, presentation slides
and reports.

Save your documents in PDF/A format so they’re
optimized for long-term archiving.
The PDF/A format ensures that documents are completely self-contained, with all information
necessary for proper display of the document—including links, fonts and color information—
embedded in the file.

Use cases:
Every department can securely archive its documents—from legal case files to marketing
plans to financial reports—for future reference, auditing and inspiration.
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#6
Better manage your contacts.
FineReader 12 Corporate includes Business Card Reader, a productivity app that automatically
transfers contact data from business cards directly to a contact manager, database or mobile
address book—or simply lets you save and share this information in electronic form.
Not only can you reduce paper clutter, but you can also be sure to have all your important contact
information with you wherever you go.

Use cases:
Sales staff can keep their customer
lists up-to-date and easily
accessible.

PR can keep their lists of journalists,
industry influencers and key customers
organized.

#7
Reduce costs and
boost efficiency with
corporate licensing.
With FineReader 12 Corporate concurrent licenses, you can
install the software on as many computers as you need—
yet pay only for users who run FineReader simultaneously.
The License Manager tool makes assigning, adding, removing
and monitoring licenses quick and easy.

Free Technical Support!
Licensed users of FineReader 12
Corporate have access to free
technical support via phone or
email, so your employees can get
help when they need it.

Concurrent licenses also support terminal server installation.
Automated network installation allows administrators to
remotely install software from a server onto individual workstations.

Volume licensing is also available for FineReader 12 Corporate. With a volume license, you
can simplify ordering and license management and earn a volume discount.
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What types of enterprises
use FineReader Corporate?
Educational institutions and organizations use FineReader Corporate to
digitize research archives, turn paper books into accessible formats and
add publications to e-libraries.
Government organizations use FineReader Corporate to perform text
recognition on paper and digital documents, excerpt them and archive
them for digital storage.
Healthcare and pharmaceutical companies use FineReader Corporate to
collect materials from disparate document sources for research.
Law practices use FineReader Corporate to search and share documents,
and to prepare them for e-Discovery.
Translation agencies use FineReader Corporate to make multi-lingual
content searchable and editable prior to translation.
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Find out more.
With its unmatched text recognition accuracy and batch conversion capabilities, FineReader
Corporate is the ideal solution for companies that process large numbers of paper and digital
documents and want to manage those documents and the information they contain more
efficiently.

Download the FineReader Corporate trial version today,
and see for yourself how FineReader can help everyone
in your organization work more efficiently.

DOWNLOAD

© 2014 ABBYY Production LLC. All rights reserved. ABBYY
and ABBYY FineReader are trademarks of ABBYY Software
Ltd., which may be registered in some jurisdictions. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners.
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